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Introduction

- Contractmanager category Datacenters for Dutch government
- Buying Datacenter hardware
- 2016 first tender awarding on social conditions
- 2017 Collaboration with Electronics Watch
The pilot design

- Involved are:
  - DUO, Electronics Watch, HPe, Cisco and the category Datacenters, resellers
  - Datacenter Hardware bought for DUO
  - 2 years
  - Investigating supply chain and possible issues
  - Discuss outcome with involved parties
Goal of the pilot

- Being in control by:
  - Knowing how the supply chain does look like
  - What are the issues with the hardware
  - Take action by composing mitigating measures
- Gain experience with Electronics Watch
And further

- The risk of not knowing (political issues)
- Subject on strategic agenda with vendors
- Creating awareness on what the business is buying
Thank you

- https://www.linkedin.com/in/albertgeuchies/
- https://www.sso-noord.nl/iuc/rijkscategorieen/datacenters/isv-1

For more information don’t hesitate to contact me!